
   

   
 
                                                                  THE REAL AGE OF THE GIZA FLOORPLAN 
 
 

It seems to me that the timing has arrived for the public 
to comprehend the actualities.   Every time I see or hear  
so called “experts” sprout the age of the Giza pyramids  
being “fourth dynasty” it makes me cringe for their lack  
of personal involvement.     By that I mean that they are  
enslaved to an  archaeological  community  lacking their 
own individual detective abilities.   
In other words “followers” in the blind sense.   
As G.R.R. Martin  put it “belief defies reason”. 
How brave was Dr Robert Schock placing the age of  the 
Sphinx at a number of millennia which almost gave his 
colleagues the vapours! 
That number sits just ‘below’ the Younger Dryas, and 
the Greatest Flood attributed to a man of many names, 
the one we know as Noah, whose “ark” was a floating 
laboratory with only enough livestock aboard to feed 
the family for the duration of the flood* footnotes. 
How can I announce such things without evidence? 
 

The answer is easy, the evidence is there for those 
asking the right questions. 
The first of which being:  
1: ESTABLISHING THE VERACITY OF ZECHARIAH   
    SITCHIN'S WORK ON ENKI'S CLAY TABLETS 
Why couldn’t Ala.Lu and Ea simply fly OVER the 
‘Hammered Bracelet'?        This question arose because 
when Z. Sitchin did translate the Clay Tablets of Enki, he 
did not even ask that question, and he did not because 
no one has queried the real state of our “solar system”.     
Our solar system travels in a vortex fashion1 with all the 
planets acting as followers of our sun, hence the aster-
oid ‘belt’ a.k.a the Hammered Bracelet is all encom-
passing, something akin to a Farraday cage.   
This little detail is the reason both Ala.Lu and Ea had to 
blast their way into our solar system and could not 
simply ‘fly over’ the barrier. Zitchen being a man of the 
establishment comprehended only what that establish-
ment understood  at the time. I  hear you say 'so what'!   
This alone tells us that the Clay Tablets of Enki do hold 
up to scrutiny.  Taking us all to Clay Tablet number ten, 
which tells us what caused Noah’s flood, and the date,  
being  “Leo Rising” – the most important point of all.     
 

2:     THE PRECESSION OF THE AGES – WE STILL HAVE    
         CENTURIES BEFORE THE AGE OF AQUARIUS 

 

 
The “Ages” as we have all been ‘taught’ via our 
wobbly and legless internet, are all wrong2.   On one 
hand we as the public are told each ‘age’ through 
which we all travel is a length of either 2,000 years   or 
2,160 years.  Whichever non-student one reads.     First 
we need to establish what a ‘year’ is – until recently it 
was 365 days, and that was only since 705BC when 
the Chinese noted the 360 day year had become 
longer.  Enlarged by the five ‘unlucky’ days of the 
Maya.      Since October 2013 we have a 377 footnotes day 
year – rather convenient, just an extra day per month,  
but that is another dissertation since it includes the 
problem of the changing climates. The ‘ages’ are 
formed by the length of years it takes  our sun to 
transverse the distance across the face of an 
astronomical constellation – in this instance  
the twelve constellations deemed the zoö-diacs.          
There are two constellations which are greatly larger 
than the other ten,  they are Leo and Pisces,  and 
there is one which is half the size of Leo and  
that is Aries, being only 1,440 years for its solar 
crossing.           In all they take just on 25,920 years to 
complete the full cycle of the ‘mill-wheel of 
precessional ages’.  Pisces commenced around 5B.C 
[C.E.] Pisces’ length is app. 36 degrees giving us all 
the horrifying aspect that Pisces contains 2,592 years 
with some centuries yet to go before we see 
Aquarius.   The main point of establishing the correct 
“ages” is to arrive at the Age of Leo Rising.  Leo is 
2,808 years, which is 39 degrees by 72 years of each 
degree of crossing.  Leo commenced ca 10,373 years 
B.C  ending ca 7,565 years B.C at the age of Cancer. 
Thus the age of Leo ‘rising’ is correct for Clay Tablet 
Ten. “Rising”  being ‘on its way to the meridian’ a 
distance of around 1400 years.    The meridian being 
reached at 8,973 B.C.  We will come to the date of ca 
9,500 B.C. (which sits comfortably in this time frame) 
–  via the astronomical clock discovered on the ceiling 
of the ‘air shaft’ at what has become known as 
“Gantenbrink’s door” in the Great pyramid.    The 
Lion- headed sphinx was constructed not only to hide 
what it does hide, but to announce Leo Rising.   
The original features of the lion were transformed by 
HatShepSut, whose face it is now – (another subject.) 

 
    HIDDEN TEXTS OF NOSTRADAMUS  
    4 83 4 Serre de chaines. apres d’un rude cable  
     INNOVATION: USES DEVIATION IN EDITIONS  

  (yes, this is the first of them) 
 

 



3: HERODOTUS TOLD US IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS:  
"Cheops became king over them and brought 
them to every kind of evil: for he shut up all the 
temples,    and having first kept them from sacri-
fices there, he then bade all the Egyptians work 
for him. So some   were appointed to draw stones 
from the stone-quarries in the Arabian mountains 
to the Nile, and others    he ordered to receive the 
stones after they had been carried over the river 
in boats, and to draw them to those which are 
called the Libyan mountains; and they worked by 
a hun-dred thousand men at a time,  for each 
three months continually.  Of this oppression 
there passed ten years while the causeways were 
made by which they drew the stones, which 
causeways they built, and it is a work not inferior,   
as it appears to me, than the [work of the] pyramid 
itself; for the length of it  causeway is five furlongs 
and the breadth ten fathoms and the height, 
where it is highest, eight fathoms, and it is made 
of stone smoothed and with figures carved upon 
it.  For this they said, the ten years were spent, 
and for the underground he caused to be made as 
sepulchral chambers for himself in an island,  
having conducted thither a channel from the Nile   
Herodotus: Book Two #124 

o sepulchral chambers:- tomb 
o ten years spent on building the causeways, not the 

Pyramid, because the waters had receded 
Clearly stating that the pyramid at  lake Moeris (Al Faiyoum) 
was already built, and therefore not built by Khufu/Cheops!    
To paraphrase Da Vinci – people have not been “seeing what 
they are looking at”.  Or seeing what they are NOT looking  at 
in some cases, those things which are omissions say as much 
as those things we do see. There are many ‘sources’ over 
history which point to the age of the Giza pyramids being  
some where between 2,500 BC up to 3,000 B.C. Yet not one 
of them mentions the fourth pyramid, the black one.               
As an omission this points to the information received by 
these ‘historians’4  as incomplete and possibly all of it 
misleading, intentionally.    
There is a truly good reason for prevaricating real history and 
it is the subject of the word “treasure” – indeed the greatest 
ever named.     This may well be the reason Herodotus does 
continue with other ersatz ‘builders’ of the other two 
pyramids, little of which can be correct,  partly because he 
does not mention the fourth pyramid and partly according to 
a detail on the “inventory stele” †   
4: GANTENBRINK’S CEILING  
“The etching of a starmap centred exactly above Gantenbrink’s 
Door, in the “airshaft’ running up and away south from the 
Queen’s Chamber in the great pyramid, depicts some amazing 
surprises for us all,    if we would only do the research.  
No hieroglyphs here at all;  just celestial  markings.  
These markings were NOT purposeless graffiti; because if 
purposeless graffiti were allowed, then markings would have 
been found all over the pyramid, and they were not. All facets of 
the pyramid were aligned to a Northmark – INCLUDING the 
shaft pointing south – to align that shaft to something different 
than the true north sky (what everything else was aligned to) 
would have caused failure in the engineering.” 
Djedi  leader Shaun Whitehead 

 

 
 

AUGUST 2012 
“Scoutek UK had already begun exploring behind the gates 
earlier this year - and produced the first-ever images from 
behind the gates using a 'micro snake' robot. But the 
exploration was halted by the recent unrest in Egypt.” 
Great Pyramid Expedition  Djedi  leader Shaun Whitehead  
 

See the celestial clock engraved on the ceiling?  An 
impossibility to engineer after the ‘air shaft’ was made. 

 

starmap at 9,200 BC / 9,500 BC the true date 
the same on the ceiling of the ‘air shaft’ 

 

 
 starmap at 2,540 BC  the position of stars at the supposed Giza 

construction date 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Pyramid_of_Giza
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_north


 
compare this to the astronomical “clocks”  
It matches the 9,200BC [9,500 BC] lineup 4 

5: THREE HUNDRED AND TWENTY FOUR YEARS 
"ADDED" TO OUR CALENDAR – WE ARE IN 1691: 5 
Once again this topic is going to be difficult for people 
to absorb and is the very reason Archaeologists are for-
ever scratching their collective heads when it comes to 
dating anything at all.    The reasoning is simple. In the 
year 2,000 [AD] all of our computer systems were assid-
uously ‘fixed’ to the one date. This includes astrono= 
mical ‘clocks’ of the heavens. Whatever the motivation 
really was for prince Ottö in the July of 676AD to call 
August 676AD the year 1,000A.D. we will never really 
know.  The edict was made in Constantinople, prince 
Ottö being related to the Emperor.        The ‘Dark Ages’ 
were really dark simply because they had never been.  
By the way, this also assists us in understanding the 
Shroud of Turin to be kosher too. If pope Gregory had 
really been in 1582, he should have removed thirteen 
days, not just ten. 
6: BENNU BIRD LAYOUT AND  PYRE-AMID FOUR,  THE     
    PROBLEM BEING:  
There was a FOURTH pyramid at Giza, called the black 
pyramid by  Frederic Norden in 1770. 
The third small pyramid is not a perfect constellation fit 
to Orion’s Belt, so those who aspire after this theory put 
that little detail down to "astronomical movement". 
There are those who now say this is set on the Cygnus 
layout, with Deneb the tail being Andrew Collins' 
discovery at the Caves of the Bennu Bird.  Problem with 
that, the Bennu bird is a Heron/Crane/Ibis/Stork - long 
legs and long neck.  Not a Cygnus/swan/Goose Returning  
(a much later icon of the time of Psunnenes) The only 
other ‘fit’ is Grus - the Heron in the Southern 
hemisphere (these days) with its long sharp beak at 
Oxyrhynchus, which was once at the shore of Lake 
Faiyum/Moeris.   This configuration goes back to the 
time of Leo Rising and does fit all the rest of the layout.   
More interesting is the obsolete name for the "beak" 
aka "the beak in the fish" and Grus DOES have its beak in 
the tail of Pisces constellation.  Cygnus has a beak, 
Bireo, which is attached to a long neck, but not as far as 
Oxyrhynchus,  and in quite the opposite direction. 

a)           Lake Faiyum means "the sea" and that area of 
the southern skies was also called "the Sea" - where 
all the nautical named constellations reside. 
Moeris/Faiyum WAS an inland sea of fresh water 
lapping at the Giza Plateau and when it began to 
recede, Khufu was forced to build canals to reach the 
water...  plus Herodotus stated that this pharaoh's 
SEPULCHRE (tomb) "was buried under a nearby 
island".  Khufu only built the canals.  
Begging the question - why does a pyre-amid need 
water? 
b)          In  the Clay Tablet #10 of  Enki – the statement 
is made that the entire Giza Plateau  was designed in 
"LEO  RISING" which was around  9,500BC.     Inside 
the Great Pyramid has been found an astronomical  
clock  dated 9,200BC, dated by modern compters 
which are 324 years out.       Prince Ottö in  675AD 
caused July 676AD  
to be named 1000 A.D, so  we "lost" 324 years. This 
became an edict in Constantinople.        All  our 
computers have been set with this error at the year 
2K debacle, so add back 324 years to  9,200 BC and 
we have ca 9,500BC – Leo  Rising, which is what the 
Sphinx is, a manticore6.  The Egyptian year ended in 
Leo and commenced in Virgo, hence the FEMALE  
head on the current sphinx which is HatShepSut. 
 

[author noting: she was mother of Amenhotep II, son 
of ThutMose III and the grand father of Amenhotep 
IV a.k.a.  AkhenAten] 
 

c)           Of some interest is the date Edgar Cayce gave 
for the building of the Giza Pyramid structures.          
Asked in 1932, his answer was this: 
   (Q) What was the date of the actual beginning and ending of 
the construction of the Great Pyramid? 
    (A) Was one hundred years in construction. Begun and 
completed in the period of Araaraart's time, with Hermes and 
Ra.  [author's note: Ra is a titled which is meant to be earned] 
    (Q) What was the date B.C. of that period?  
    (A) 10,490 to 10,390  
5748-6 Reading given by Edgar Cayce July 1, 1932. 
 
Edgar Cayce’s informant also said we would have a 
pole shift  in 1999.                                                        
Interesting to note that Ninghizzida in the Clay Tab-
lets of Enki was also known as Hermes/Thoth, and 
was stated to have designed the Giza Plateaux after 
the Great Flood.  We also need to keep in mind that 
our year may well have been one of 260 [Mayan] days 
at this time.       
We now know that sonic frequency – magnetic 
resonance tools were used for the levitation and the 
engraving and cutting of stones, a detail we learn 
from Michael Tellinger (his ‘sasar’ energy) and Ed 
Leedskalnin with his Coral Castle... 
 

 
 



7: "ASSIGNED TO EGYPT TO STUDY HISTORY" 
It is certainly not understood by the public in general 
that Nostradamus, like many of his day, went to the 
Middle East and studied for numerous years receiving 
information ‘from the horse’s mouth’, even telling us 
so in one of the quatrains here... 
     Centuries  1 quatrain 40 line 3  (Nostradamus)  
    ‘One whose assignment required history of Egypt’         
The word ‘treasure’ named throughout all of the (12)  
twelve Centuries 7  written down by Nostradamus is  
the self same greatest treasure of all  mankind...  
... a means for the control of time.     
Also described by Nostradamus is the "docking bell" 
under Memphis-Giza: 
 1 29 HORRIFYING CREATURE:   AGGREGATING  APART ~ 
MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL ~ EBONICS 
FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED.  Ebonics – "black"or "dark" sonics, 
the use of frequencies and pitch also used to make cropcircles. 
4 44 SHAPED, ACCOMPANY FLOWER-BELL, AIRLIFT ABOVE – 
ARRIVE AGGREGATED  AS ONE [HiddenTextsOfNostradamus] 

 
Demeter as she was in the British Museum with 

the "flower bell" which is the docking bell also seen as the 
glock of modern German scientists, and appearing on the wall 

of the Egyptian Hieroglyphs at Kariong N.S.W 

 
Many thanks to Steven & Evan Strong for fighting to save the 

hieroglyphs on the walls at Kariong N.S.W. seen by me as a ten 
year old in 1958.   The bell is proof these are real, what hoaxer 

would think to add a bell?  Nor understand why... 
The wasp  (Apis the Bee)  at  the  top  of  the  cartouche  tells  us 

this is 4th- 5th dynasty††   
 

8: FOUR PYRAMIDS image 8 
quoting words from the website: 
iT h e 4 th Bl ac kP y r ami dO f Gi z a .h tml    
''Here is text from Frederic Norden’s book    ‘Travels in Egypt 
and Nubia’  which talks of the 4th   missing pyramid of Giza''. 

“The principal pyramids are at the east south east of 
Gizeh …..There are four  of them, that deserve the 
greatest att-ention of the curious,;      for though we 
see seven or eight others in the neighborhood, they 
are nothing in comparison to the former. ……. The 
two most northerly pyramids are the greatest, and 
have five hundred feet perpendicular height. The two 
others are much less, but have some particularities, 
which occasion their being examined and admired.” 

The image here, drawn by Frederic Norden, is a birds eye 
view of the Giza plateau, with the mysterious fourth black 
pyramid included in the top left   of the picture.    
Seeing that satellite mapping wasn’t available for another 
300 years after this image was drawn,  forgive him for any 
minor sizing/positioning errors he might have made”. 

 
“Another of Frederic Norden’s drawings showing all four of 
the pyramids he apparently witnessed. 
The fourth pyramid has been acknowledged by experts, but 
only to be brushed off as a simple mistake Frederic must 
have made.   It has been thought by many, that the pyramid 
that Frederic was describing was nothing more than one of 
the satellitie pyramids located at the base of the large pyr-
amids, but with Frederic including information about seven 
or eight smaller pyramids positioned around the Giza pla-
teau ... With all of the smaller pyramids being roughly the 
same size, [it seems] there is no way he would have made 
such a careless mistake’’.  
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html


 
Does this ‘Sokar’  bird  look  like  a  Goose  or  Cygnus  the  swan 
to you? Me neither, it is Bennu – Crane – GRUS – Heron - Ibis, a 
different constellation.   The date of this hieroglyph is not hard 
to discern, since the first deshret ‘crown’ is shown here with no 
white hedjet crown to be seen. It is to be noted that this pheon 
cross is the same shown at the feet of the famous Mayan ‘pilot’ 

 
Grus the Bennu Crane-Heron-Ibis constellation which is the 
basis for the Memphis floorplan underground††† to Buceggi 

with the lower pointers ending at  Oxyrhynchus 

 
from the altitude of 150 klm and 100 miles from Giza 

 
clear to all that Cygnus-the Goose Returning has pointers which 

go quite the wrong direction to Oxyrhynchus, both for the 
middle three which do not fit here nor for Orion’s Belt. 

 
 

are more appropriate to reaching Buceggi/Carpathia.   
There is, of course a good reason for these under 
ground ‘pathways’ leading to the cavern base which 
they do, and that is the  Cave of the Giants, [see 
‘Creation Chamber’ in footnotes] which has been 
purloined by government authorities.   All of this then 
raises the question ‘but why have the Giza Plateau 
floorplan drawn and based on a constellation which is 
currently in the Southern Skies’ ?  

Good question, and the answer IS available. The 
Kariong N.S.W. hieroglyphs supply part of the answer 
being in the south. If we look at the current view of 
Grus shown in the astro map image here, we will see 
that it works just as well or even better upside down. 
Even though there is no evidence that the Earth has 
had a ‘perfect flip’ causing Grus to appear in the 
northern skies, this at the moment may be the only 
indication we do have of such an event. In around 
5,630BC (7,320 years ago) according to the works of 
Nostradamus (the time traveller), this event did occur, 
so much so that the pyramids on the Memphis plateau 
remained exactly facing north and south after the 
event. It was around seven thousand years ago that 
Peru suffered great mud periods, and that 
urbanisation suddenly appeared (or re-appeared). 
The agile mental leaps needed to absorb this 
information will force the reader to dive into 
immediate rejection. The same which I also am dealing 
with. Had I not received the six time gate visits myself, 
these words would not have begun. The reason for the 
six vists between  January 2009 and October 2013 has 
become obvious at last. Simple physical statements of 
the many “conduits” of different ways of using time to 
see the future or the past.  There is of course, much 
more to all of this, such as ‘who was it came from Grus’ 
for which answers a following article would be needed. 

 
From one of the Mayan Codices. The steps represent the stages 
of time travel needed for a "trip" but the interesting detail here 

is the Crane with the “fish in its beak” – saying Oxyrhynchus 
 

Since the long sharp beak of the Crane-Ibis sits at the 
edge of Al Faiyoum in the south,   the short ‘tail’ fits 
where the Bennu caves are and the long legs go all the 
way to Buceggi. The middle three stars sitting on the 
current pyramid positions, and the fourth sitting where 
the black pyramid once stood.   According to Frederic 
Norden, the depiction of the black pyramid to the far 
left seems appropriate to where the black pyramid 
may have stood.  This one seems  to also be more in 
proportion to the distance to Oxyrhynchus to the 
south by south west, and the length of   the  ‘legs’   

 
The Cartouche of Psusennes I 
showing the Goose Returning 

later to be named Cygnus 
ca 1000 BC 

Everything about the Swan is in reverse to the Crane 
 

Since the long sharp beak of the Crane-Ibis sits at the 
edge of Al Faiyoum in the south,   the short ‘tail’ fits 
where the Bennu caves are and the long legs go all 
the way to Buceggi. The middle three stars sitting on 
the current pyramid positions, and the fourth sitting 
where the black pyramid once stood.   According to 
Frederic Norden, the depiction of the black pyramid 
to the far left seems appropriate to where the black 
pyramid may have stood.  This one seems  to also be 
more in proportion to the distance to Oxyrhynchus to 
the south by south west, and the length of  the  ‘legs’   



SUMMARY 

1:  ESTABLISHING THE VERACITY OF ZECHARIAH   
     SITCHIN'S  WORK  ON ENKI'S  CLAY  TABLETS 
via understanding the vortex mechanics of our solar system 
and its sister solar system which has seven celestial bodies 
2: THE PRECESSION OF THE AGES – WE STILL HAVE    
     CENTURIES BEFORE THE AGE OF AQUARIUS 
realizing how we are being mislead to think the z00-diac 
ages consist of either ‘2,000’ years or 2,160 years each, 
when it is neither! 
3: HERODOTUS TOLD US IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS 
that the great pyramid was never a tomb – nor was it ever 
built by Khufu, and in the emergency of needing channels 
created – why did they need the water so desperately? 

4: GANTENBRINK’S CEILING 
how clever of the pyramid builders at Memphis to leave us 
a star clock!  Done in such a manner it cannot be disputed 

5: THREE HUNDRED AND TWENTY FOUR YEARS 
    "ADDED" TO OUR CALENDAR – WE ARE IN 1691 
so easy to dupe us all, to ensure all our computerised 
systems are out by 324 years – what else is being ‘lost’ due 
to this basic error? 

6: BENNU BIRD LAYOUT AND THE PROBLEM BEING 
     PYRE-AMID  FOUR  
Edgar Cayce said the floorplan of Giza was laid out as a 
constellation. People have been doing their level best to 
pinpoint which constellation, not even knowing why.  For 
the most part searchers have not been placing themselves 
high enough up - nor heeding Henry Salt’s Benu clues 
7: "ASSIGNED TO EGYPT TO STUDY HISTORY" 
almost all of the information within this article was guided 
by Nostradamus himself – with the answers to “who” also 
8: FOUR PYRAMIDS  do not an Orion’s Belt make 
the very reason omissions are part of the entire picture too. 

 
†††  UNDERGROUND chambers and tunnels  

 
     G.P.R  under Giza by the Edgar Cayce A.R.E. Foundation 
     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETcosgYS9DU 
 

FOOTNOTES 
*... CIA  and Noah's Ark:  
CIA Report on Noah's Ark - Jason Colavito 
www.jasoncolavito.com/cia-report-on-noahs-ark.html 
“Noah's Ark is not strictly speaking synonymous with ancient ...  
CIA releases new 'Noah's Ark' documents - WorldNetDaily 
www.wnd.com/2002/11/15907/ 
“Nov 14, 2002 - CIA releases new 'Noah's Ark' documents ... 
Why did the C.I.A. raid and ‘contain’ the archaeological find which 
is the ship or submarine that was the ark of Noah –          
the answer lies in the words in Enki’s Lost Clay Tablet #Eight, 
when:   “Enki and Ninmah start to preserve Earth's Seeds of Life”   

and in Clay Tablet #Ten:  
“The mystery emissary appears to Enki in a dream- Enki is told to 
save Mankind through his son Ziusudra [Noah] 
Enki directs Ziusudra to build a submarine,  A navigator comes 
aboard, bringing Earth's seeds of life.  The waters recede; 
Ziusudra's boat rests on Mount Salvation, Enki convinces Enlil it 
was destined by the Creator of All. They use the surviving Landing 
Platform as a temporary base, In a Creation Chamber there,  
[under Buceggi, see Peter Moon videos] 
crops and cattle are fashioned - New space facilities are 
established in the olden lands,   
They include two artificial mounds and a lion-shaped statue 
1  link for vortex solar system:  
Russia Leaked Earth's Real Orbit  http://youtu.be/1xSfVqU3uXE 
2  table of the the Precession of Ages using:   
Norton’s 1930 IAU Constellation Star Atlas  
for the number of degrees in each zodiac sun crossing –  
 -  which had been  tampered with as follows: 

 
3  Herodotus: Book number II #124:- from 'Cronographia'  Michael 
Psellus the Younger ca 1055AD (who also described quantum 
mechanics) says in the  'Cronographia': 
‘‘ #86. Herodotus, the famous Greek historian, is said to have been the 
son of Lyxes and Dryo, and was born at Halicarnassus in 484 B.C. 
Several Greek writers are known to have attacked him on the ground 
that he was biased in favour of the Persians vis-à-vis his own 
countrymen. Judging by the work De Malignitate Herodoti, usually 
ascribed to Plutarch, their arguments were futile.”  
4  The Origin and Significance of the Great Pyramid, by C. Staniland 
Wake, [1882] 
Great Pyramid SkyMap dated 9200 bce Video 3.wmv - YouTube  ► 6:53 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog    ► 4:36. 
Jun 11, 2012 - Uploaded by Abel Baker  Djedi Robot ...  
Fourth Pyramid:  
http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The
4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html 
a link to Frederic Norden’s  book:    
visualiseur.bnf.fr/CadresFenetre?O=NUM....   
and the original story bringing this information: 
abovetopsecret.com/forum/thre...        
5   Did the Early Middle Ages Really Exist?  Dr. Hans-Ulrich Niemitz.    
Chronology of Weather events  James Marusek Nuclear Physicist & 
Engineer. U.S. Department of the Navy 
Did the Early Middle Ages Exist Only as a Sacred Cow? - Heribert Illig  
Cosmic Catastrophes and the Origin of Megalithic Cultures  
Heribert Illig;             S. Guth Climate Change, Missing Truth 
H. Illig   Phantom Time Hypothesis,   

Authot-Collator:   
The Real Age of the 
Giza Floorplan 
Helen C. Mead-Parks 

Answer to questions 
regarding the most 
important and valuable 
‘treasure’ of all time  is 
the control of time 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETcosgYS9DU
http://www.jasoncolavito.com/cia-report-on-noahs-ark.html
http://www.wnd.com/2002/11/15907/
http://youtu.be/1xSfVqU3uXE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X8yY6Rzaog
http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html
http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html


“Ptolemy himself declares that he altered the form of some of 
the constellations to give the figures a better proportion,  of  
stars  which the older astronomers had placed.  
Bayer turned the backs of the figures to the spectator instead of 
the faces, and Albert Durer, or some German, put them all into 
Gothic costume, in which they remained till the time of 
Flamstead. He revised, or rather re-constructed the forms of the 
constellations, and first laying down the stars themselves 
correctly, drew the figures according to that part of the body in 
which the several stars were said to be placed by Hipparchus and 
Ptolemy.from Miss Frances Rolleston/in the MAZZAROTH-MIZRAIM   
consequently: 

The Age of Leo from around  12,500 years ago:  
(Youngr Dryass and mud filled Gobekli Tepi) 
10,373BC to  ca 7,565BC  =  2,808 years length 
of Cancer  7,565BC  to  6,053BC  =  1,512 years   
of Gemini: 8,053BC to 4,109BC  =   1.944 years 
of Taurus: 4,109 BC to 1,445BC  =   2,664 years 
of Aries: 1,445 BC to  about 5BC  =  1,440 years 
of Pisces: about 5 BC to 2,587AD = 2,592 years   
At 2015 we are actually  in 1691 A.D.  

 7 Of the twelve books of Centuries, the latter half of Centuries 
Seven and that of Eleven and Twelve were "surrendered to 
Vulcan" Nostradamus told his son Cesar in the Preface, which 
contains contradictions to information in the Epistle to Henri. 
"Vulcan" in this case is the hearth and fireplace in the home of  
the family of the Notredames, where these books were later 
discovered behind the wall.   www.hiddentextsofNostradamus.com 
8   The lost Black Pyramid of Giza, page 1 - Above Top Secret 
www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread911618/pg1   
Dec 24, 2012 - 20 posts -  12 authors 
http://www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/NewsStories/December2012/T
he4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.html 

Frederic Norden during the 1700's in his book 'Travels in Egypt and ... 
There are four of them, that deserve the greatest attention of the ... 
whereas the satellite pyramids are all sandstone, also his site plan is 
of ... satellite  pyramids and show that he did take these into account. 
 The 4th Black Pyramid Of Giza - AnonymousFO.com 
www.anonymousfo.com/AFOStream/.../The4thBlackPyramidOfGiza.htm...  
Dec 27, 2012 - Another of Frederic Norden's drawings showing all 
four of the pyramids he apparently witnessed. 
 

U. Niemitz – The Middle Ages Never  Happened 
Did the Early Middle Ages Really Exist? - The Computer Laboratory 
www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/volatile/Niemitz-1997.pdf  
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - Quick View by HU Niemitz - Cited 
by 1 - Related articles 
Did the Early Middle Ages Really Exist? Dr. Hans-Ulrich Niemitz.  
Klopstockstr. 18, D-10557 Berlin, Germany  
niemitz@r.htwk-leipzig.de.    
6 Manticore: another word meaning 'sphinx', only this one includes 
the word "kore" [core], which means in essence the place in hades 
where the "flower bell" is contained, amongst a secure geological 
craton. Demeter was said to 'disappear' for half of each year, and 
there is a statue of Demeter with the flower-bell hovering over her 
head in the British museum. On the Kariong wall hieroglyphs there 
also appears a perfect bell – the same. This is the gloch which the 
German scientists reconstructed. The word 'hades' was an invention 
to keep ordinary folk from wandering into the path way of the Kore. 
 
 
† In addition, it should be noted that the Inventory Stele (26th 
dynasty) informs us that Khufu repaired the headdress of the Sphinx 
after it had been damaged by lightning. If this is true (and there is no 
particular reason to doubt it), this would  negate  the  theory  that 
Khufu’s son Khafre built the Sphinx, and it would throw up serious 
questions about the orthodox dating of the rest of the Giza site. 
Moreover, the Inventory Stele fails to make any claim that Khufu built 
the Sphinx or the Great Pyramid, and these surprising omissions offer 
considerable support to my adoption hypothesis.   
‘The Phoenix Solution’ Alan F Alford    
 
††  4th to 5th dynasty. The door lintel of the 19th dynasty Seti I had 
been plastered over showing under the plaster a Wasp (Apis the 
Bee constellation) and  an electric light pole, an aerial refueller, 
helicopter, bathysphere, scout craft and Mayan numerals for “12”. 
The aerial refueller can be seen at the top of a ‘5th’ dynasty stele in 
the British museum doing its task. 
 
footnotes: 377 day year – our new orbit 
http://www.oocities.org/br/kikolivros/new_earth_orbit.htm  
http://www.telescope.org/nuffield/pas/solar/solar7.html 
 

Helen C. Mead-Parks 
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	"Cheops became king over them and brought them to every kind of evil: for he shut up all the temples,    and having first kept them from sacri-fices there, he then bade all the Egyptians work for him. So some   were appointed to draw stones from the stone-quarries in the Arabian mountains to the Nile, and others    he ordered to receive the stones after they had been carried over the river in boats, and to draw them to those which are called the Libyan mountains; and they worked by a hun-dred thousand men at a time,  for each three months continually.  Of this oppression there passed ten years while the causeways were made by which they drew the stones, which causeways they built, and it is a work not inferior,   as it appears to me, than the [work of the] pyramid itself; for the length of it  causeway is five furlongs and the breadth ten fathoms and the height, where it is highest, eight fathoms, and it is made of stone smoothed and with figures carved upon it.  For this they said, the ten years were spent, and for the underground he caused to be made as sepulchral chambers for himself in an island,  having conducted thither a channel from the Nile  
	Herodotus: Book Two #124

